


Welcome to Full Access Cabinetry by Omega.

Enjoy contemporary styling and every advantage of this sophisticated construction 

platform. Increased interior storage space pairs with a clean-lined exterior to enrich 

modern, transitional and traditional designs throughout the Omega collection. 

Unlimited creativity plus Full Access. Glamorous living, personalized space and a new 

view of choices—all to your standards. What a story.

Modern. Accessible. Omega

 

YES, YOU CAN  
HAVE IT ALL 





Sleek lines, economy of formation and focus on surface. Omega’s Full Access 

cabinetry pairs perfectly with light-filled spaces and wood selections that are 

beyond the typical expectation. Choose from species like Walnut, Bamboo and 

Wenge for looks that evoke the exotic and add a dramatic element.

THE SOUL OF  
MODERNITY 



Desoto. Wenge Riverbed.
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Mixing materials and finishes is the 

consummate complement to Full 

Access design.  Dramatic wood grains 

with subtle contrast are the antithesis 

to silvery angles and accents. The island 

makes an architectural statement, 

beautiful, yet exceedingly functional. 

Linear form is accentuated by vertical 

silhouettes, forming one uninterrupted 

line of elegance throughout the room. 

How very modern. 

Tarin. Walnut Kodiak and Riverbed Onyx.

DRAMATIC  
CLARITY



Add sass to your space with linear design, bold color and over 40 custom modifications for 

illustrating your point of view. Fourteen Opaque finishes and a Custom Opaque Program pair 

with fabulous design elements to state your claim for style. 

ATTITUDE



Vail. Maple Battleship Gray and Custom Paint.



Subtle drama. Linear looks. Visual texture. 

Clean-lined design pairs with your personal 

take on the subject, speaking volumes when 

telling your story. For capturing Mid-Century 

aesthetics or the cool modern vibe of today, 

on-trend design elements are right at your 

fingertips with Omega Full Access. 

MODERN 
STYLING
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| Horizontal Cherry grain, featured as 

a fundamental of contemporary styling, 

lets visual texture reflect the subtlety of 

woodgrain from a whole new viewpoint. Sleek 

design is the new standard with Full Access.

| The tight, linear grain and deep 

countenance of Wenge wood casts an  

exotic glance over the smooth surfaces  

of unfettered door styles. Only available  

for Full Access, Wenge sets the tone for 

sublime style.

~ For the ultimate in Full Access 

finishes, choose our stunning High Gloss 

Laminate. Featuring sleek surfaces in 

White, Dark Gray and Black, you’ll find that 

contemporary vibe you’ve been looking for.
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} Long and lean, wide drawers are 

a smart accompaniment to modern 

living with superior storage and 

strong good looks. Perfect alone and 

even better together for up-to-date 

streamlined styling.

~ } Emphatic Glamour.  Adding light 

in unexpected places is perfect for setting 

a mood and adding a theatrical touch.  

Incorporate lighting drama under counter, 

within the toe space or anywhere you 

might desire architectural emphasis.

~ Open shelving is key to today's 

definition of modern design and allows 

a new way to expose your inner edge.  

With a strong linear attitude, open 

spaces become sharply defined and 

offer exciting ways to store and display. 



Ricci. High Gloss Laminate Black and Wenge Pumice Accents.



While gloss finishes are a style icon, pair them with other finishes—like 

Wenge Pumice—to soften the sharp look and add a bit of humanity to your 

project. The addition of strategically placed accent lighting adds a warm glow 

for a true juxtaposition of surfaces.

SLEEK AND 
STUNNING 
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Your life is front and center—

surrounded by color, texture, form 

and function.  The principles of 

design come together to speak to 

your personality. Let the rhythm of 

design be punctuated with pizazz. 

Unexpected elements—think capiz 

shell lighting paired with warm wood 

and cool concrete—and mix with 

Full Access custom products like 

asymmetrical shelving and custom 

color to integrate seamlessly into the 

panorama of your life.
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Tunisia. Maple Custom Paint and  
Quartersawn Oak Ceruse Natural.

SET YOUR 
STAGE



Here is where beautiful design turns very, 

very useful. Full Access cabinetry provides 

a bit more interior space and functionality. 

Accessibility? What a delight! As always, 

Omega ensures accessories and well-crafted 

details are all part of the mix. 

INTERIOR 
ACCESS

} Sublime movement enables easy 

accessibility. Glide-by doors smoothly 

bypass one another with almost zero 

protrusion for a sleek and modern look. 

| The cool touch of metal roll trays are 

a perfect accessory for Full Access, with 

a contemporary look and ease of motion, 

stored items are easily accessible with a 

gentle tug.
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� More than you had hoped for. Every drawer can be configured with the 

organization you require, perfected for the precision you desire. With the added 

interior space of full-access construction, more just became even better! 

} Love the linear look and 

accessibility of drawer storage? Enjoy 

an uninterrupted span of drawers, even 

at the sink, with a highly functional and 

good looking U-shaped drawer box 

that surrounds plumbing.

~ Even the most difficult areas 

to access include accessories that 

bring items stored in dark corners, 

right to your fingertips.
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Look beyond the kitchen with Full Access. Furniture quality cabinetry offers seamless 

solutions for any room, including design elements that would appear to be architecturally 

integrated into your home. Maximum function. Magnificent looks.

ELEGANT  
ENTERTAINMENT 



Vail. Walnut Pumice and Maple Custom Paint Accents.
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First look in the morning, last glance at 

night. Spend crucial times of your day 

in a room that features the innovation 

and modern design of Omega Full 

Access cabinetry. With one-of-a-kind 

looks designed for living today, you’ll 

quickly realize that beauty is much 

more than skin deep.

Left: Tarin. Walnut Smokey Hills and Porch Swing. 
Right: Tarin. Cherry Sage.

START TO  
FINISH
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Full Access cabinetry increases the available 

storage space for any busy home—depending 

on the cabinet size, that can mean up to 10% 

more.  No matter which Omega construction 

platform you choose, the modern aesthetic of 

Full Access, established methodology of framed 

construction or the time honored treasure of 

inset design, expect premier Omega quality.

FULL  
ACCESS,  
THE OMEGA 
STORY 
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} Our smoothly sanded and 

finished dovetail drawer shows Omega 

quality in action. Whether framed 

or Full Access construction, our 

components all have the highest level 

of craftsmanship. 

| Soft close drawers ensure a 

smooth, controlled closure, one of 

the many great included features 

that make any Omega construction 

platform your perfect choice. 

~ Freedom of choice. The sleek styling of 

Full Access features a slightly larger drawer 

sliding into the cabinet box, while the 

framed application utilizes a slightly smaller 

drawer. Choose the perfect solution for 

you—it’s a matter of personal choice.

Full Access Framed



} Both Full Access and framed 

construction are available with Omega 

quality and attention to detail. 

Full Access has a cleaner appearance 

and features more interior space. Or, you 

may prefer the traditional interior style of 

framed cabinet box construction. 
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| Open or shut case: framed and Full Access 

cabinetry require different hinges. The Full 

Access image shows the hinge attached directly 

to the cabinet box. Full Access hinges clip off 

handily for ease in installation and cleaning.  

The framed cabinet image illustrates how the 

hinge attaches to the frame. 

| Full Access interior: sleek styling 

with handy access to dishes and 

supplies. Framed interior: a composed, 

“tucked-in” style for those who prefer 

a more tailored look.

Full Access Framed

Full Access Framed

Full Access Framed
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Styles, product availability and construction may vary slightly from those shown in this 
catalog due to material availability and/or design evolution. Specifications are subject to 
change without notice. For more details, please see www.omegacabinetry.com or contact 
your designer.


